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PREFACE TO THE SERIES

Advances in science often involve initial development of individual
specialized fields of study within traditional disciplines followed by
broadening and overlap, or even merging, of those specialized fields,
leading to a blurring of the lines between traditional disciplines. The pace
of that blurring has accelerated in the past few decades, and much of
the important and exciting research carried out today seeks to synthesize
elements from different fields of knowledge. Examples of such research
areas include biophysics and studies of nanostructured materials. As the
study of the forces that govern the structure and dynamics of molecular
systems, chemical physics encompasses these and many other emerging
research directions. Unfortunately, the flood of scientific literature has
been accompanied by losses in the shared vocabulary and approaches
of the traditional disciplines, and there is much pressure from scientific
journals to be ever more concise in the descriptions of studies, to the point
that much valuable experience, if recorded at all, is hidden in supplements
and dissipated with time. These trends in science and publishing make
this series, Advances in Chemical Physics, a much needed resource.

The Advances in Chemical Physics is devoted to helping the reader
obtain general information about a wide variety of topics in chemical
physics: a field that we interpret very broadly. Our intent is to have experts
present comprehensive analyses of subjects of interest and to encourage
the expression of individual points of view. We hope that this approach
to the presentation of an overview of a subject will both stimulate new
research and serve as a personalized learning text for beginners in a field.

Stuart A. Rice
Aaron R. Dinner

July 2017, Chicago, IL, USA
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS
OF SINGLET FISSION IN ORGANIC
MOLECULES AND CRYSTALS

TIMOTHY C. BERKELBACH

Department of Chemistry and The James Franck Institute, The University
of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA
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I. INTRODUCTION

Classic work has laid the foundation for our modern understanding of
molecular excitons [1–6]. In this sense, much of the phenomenological
theory is quite mature and leads to a satisfactory understanding of
electronic interactions, as well as the important role played by molecular

Advances in Chemical Physics, Volume 162, First Edition.
Edited by Stuart A. Rice and Aaron R. Dinner.
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2 TIMOTHY C. BERKELBACH

vibrations and crystalline phonons. And yet, these materials continue to
provide fertile ground for new research, which is perhaps a testament to
their genuinely complex optoelectronic properties. In general, this chapter
is concerned with the renewed interest in a photophysical phenomenon
known as singlet exciton fission (defined in the following). The recent
intense study of this specific problem has prompted the field to revisit
classic topics with modern tools and motivations.

On the experimental side, ultrafast time-resolved and nonlinear
spectroscopies in particular have allowed for a richer and more detailed
understanding of excited-state dynamics in a host of material systems,
including not only organic molecules and crystals but of course also
gas-phase molecules, liquids, nanocrystals, and light-harvesting com-
plexes. On the theoretical side, modern computational tools are enabling
predictive calculations that can in some cases supersede the semiempirical
and phenomenological calculations that were necessarily employed to
establish the field. Time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)
[7, 8], Green’s function-based many-body perturbation theory [9, 10], and
the density matrix renormalization group [11, 12] are just three examples
of relatively new and powerful tools that are being brought to bear on the
electronic structure of organic molecules and crystals. Techniques and
capabilities of quantum dynamics, in particular related to reduced density
matrix techniques, have also only more recently evolved to produce
nonperturbative results for large, multichromophore systems.

The recent interest in organic materials in particular has been driven
by a number of potential applications including organic solar cells,
light-emitting diodes, and field-effect transistors. From a practical point
of view, the advantages of organic materials are twofold. First, the raw
materials are cheap and robust, ideally requiring no heavy atoms or
special handling. Second, chemical functionalization is mature and should
enable for precise control of structural, electronic, and optical properties.
Although these advantages have always been recognized, it is only in
recent years that such materials have really been employed in consumer
technologies. Most relevant, the pressing need for clean energy has encour-
aged new efforts toward cheap and efficient solar cells. The organic-based
solar cells have always trailed their inorganic counterparts in efficiency
(admittedly, at lower cost), but “unconventional” light-harvesting tech-
nologies might help close that gap. In this vein, the phenomenon of singlet
exciton fission has captured the attention of many scientists.
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Singlet exciton fission (henceforth, “singlet fission”) is a version of
carrier multiplication or multiple exciton generation but is unique to the
organic semiconductors. Unlike the inorganic semiconductors, organics
exhibit a large electron–hole exchange interaction, which is responsible
for low-energy triplet states. In a single molecule, the transition from
an excited singlet state to a triplet state is spin-forbidden (intersystem
crossing) and, therefore, slow unless mediated by strong spin–orbit
interactions. However, when two molecules are brought together, a
new spin-singlet state is born, which has the character of a triplet
excited state on each molecule – that is, it is a multiexciton state. This
multiple-excitation character leads to a small oscillator strength and so
the state is spectroscopically dark (in linear order). But for sufficiently
low-energy triplets, the multiexciton energy may fall within the manifold
of low-lying bright singlets and configuration interaction (CI) coupled
with nuclear rearrangements could act to populate the multiexciton state
following photoexcitation.

Because all involved states are of spin-singlet character, there is reason
to believe that the singlet fission process could be fast (compared with
fluorescence, intersystem crossing, and other nonradiative recombination
mechanisms). If, on a longer timescale, this multiexciton singlet state
evolves into some (non-spin-pure) state representing separated triplets,
then multiple exciton generation has been achieved: a single photon has
produced two (triplet) excitons. With an appropriate tandem or sensitiza-
tion strategy, singlet fission can improve solar cell efficiencies and even
(in principle) surpass the Shockley–Queisser limit [13–15].

The possibility of singlet fission was first discussed in 1965, by Singh
et al., while investigating the delayed fluorescence of anthracene [16]. The
suggestion was motivated as the reverse process of triplet-triplet (TT) anni-
hilation to generate emissive singlets, which had been recently observed
and investigated [17–19]. A few years later in 1968, Swenberg and Stacy
invoked singlet fission to explain the quenched fluorescence yield in
tetracene crystals [20]. Even in this very early proposition, the authors
recognized the potential importance of the so-called charge-transfer
(CT) configurations, which had only recently been highlighted in the
context of molecular crystals by Rice et al. [2, 21, 22]. Borrowing their
theoretical estimates of the relevant matrix elements, energy differences,
and the density of states, Swenberg and Stacy performed a golden rule
evaluation of the singlet fission rate and found kSF = 4 × 1010–1012 s−1
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or k−1
SF = 1–25 ps. This timescale is significantly shorter than the fluores-

cence lifetime of the smaller acenes and thus gave credence to the notion
that singlet fission was the dominant relaxation pathway for photoexcited
singlet excited states in tetracene (ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy
would later show the singlet fission time constant in tetracene to be on the
order of 10–100 ps [23–26]). The singlet fission proposal would quickly
be verified via magnetic field effects, which unambiguously implicate
intermediate triplet states [27, 28]. Subsequent theoretical work was
focused on kinetic models of the process, including the interplay between
singlet fission, triplet diffusion, and pairwise annihilation [29, 30].

As discussed earlier, singlet fission was largely forgotten for 35 years
until it was revived in the context of solar energy conversion [14, 31]. The
subsequent 10 years, and especially the most recent 5 years, have seen a
flurry of activity aimed at the investigation and characterization of various
singlet fission materials. In general, materials systems of interest can be
broken up into covalently bound dimers [32–37], thin films, and single
crystals [12, 24, 25, 38–42], and more recently into solution [43], polymers
[44, 45], and nanocrystals [46].

Although I will occasionally make reference to recent experiments, this
chapter is about the theoretical and computational description of excitons
and their dynamics, in organic molecules and crystals with a focus on
singlet fission in the oligoacenes. More specifically, this work aims to
connect theoretical results published over many years and in many differ-
ent fields. Ultimately, I hope to demonstrate a (perhaps surprising) degree
of consistency and harmony, the recognition and understanding of which
should help advance the field toward new and challenging problems. A
number of other reviews on singlet fission have recently appeared, which
are less theoretically oriented than the present one [15, 47–49].

The layout of the chapter is as follows. First in Section II, I introduce
the weak-coupling CI theory of low-lying states in organic molecules such
as the oligoacenes and make connections to more accurate computational
techniques. This overview establishes the electronic structure language rel-
evant for singlet fission and introduces the notion of CT configurations,
whose importance was recognized very early on in the field of molecular
excitons. In Section III, I discuss the difficulties and techniques associated
with the quantification of CT character in low-lying excited states. Having
established the generic presence of CT states, I discuss the implications
for singlet fission in Section IV. This leads to a discussion of reaction rates
and more general singlet fission dynamics in Section V, before concluding
in Section VI.
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II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF LOW-LYING EXCITED
STATES

Organic molecular crystals inherit their properties from their molecular
constituents; therefore, most are conventional band insulators with ground
states that are stable against symmetry breaking. Nonetheless, the elec-
tronic structure of the single-molecule ground state can be shockingly
complex, especially for the longer oligoacenes. In particular, strong
electronic correlation in the valence orbitals leads to a nontrivial mul-
tireference ground state with an increasing biradical (or even polyradical)
character [50, 51]. These correlations extend to the low-lying excited
states, where competing interactions lead to nearly degenerate states with
mixed electronic character – that is, excitons.

The notion of excitons as a genuine quasiparticle originated in the
field of inorganic semiconductors and evolved to describe any excited
state where the Coulombic electron–hole interaction yields states that are
significantly lower in energy than that of a noninteracting electron–hole
pair. This behavior is almost trivially relevant in single molecules, where
the difference between the ionization potential (IP) and the electron
affinity (EA) is typically many electronvolts larger than the first few peaks
in linear absorption. More interesting and rich behavior emerges when
multiple molecules are brought together to form dimers, aggregates, and
molecular crystals. In this case, the favorable kinetic energy due to charge
delocalization competes with the potential energy of electron–hole local-
ization. The excited-state properties can thus be very complex, depending
on the strong intramolecular electron correlation as well as the intermolec-
ular interactions and environmental effects, such as dielectric properties
and crystal polymorphism. In terms of their optoelectronic properties,
molecular crystals are, therefore, intermediate between small single
molecules and conventional inorganic semiconductors. For reference,
Fig. 1 shows the four-ring oligoacene (tetracene) as a single molecule and
in the herringbone crystal structure that is typical of all the oligoacenes.

To a first approximation, the low-lying excited states of a single
acene molecule involve only the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO), that is, two electrons in two
spatial orbitals. The same picture for N molecules leads to 2N electrons in
2N spatial orbitals, which in the crystal phase becomes the HOMO- and
LUMO-derived valence and conduction bands, respectively. As a purely
first-principles approach, this approximation would lead to a CI theory
within a minimal active space, which I now describe.
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(a) (c)

b

a
(b)

Figure 1. The prototypical herringbone crystal structure of the oligoacenes. Here, a
cartoon of tetracene is shown for the single molecule from above (a), from the side (b), and
for the crystal (c). The in-plane short and long axes of the crystal are denoted by a and b,
respectively.

A. Weak-Coupling Configuration Interaction Theory

In the modern context of singlet fission, this minimal active space
approach was first presented by Smith and Michl for the case of two
molecules [15], and by myself, Hybertsen, and Reichman for the case
of clusters and crystals [52]; however, the model and its ingredients are
of course very common and have been used for a variety of problems
related to excitons in organic chromophores [17, 22, 53–56]. The theory is
simple and intentionally so. Although quantitatively inaccurate (discussed
later), this formalism immediately exposes the purely electronic aspects of
singlet fission, including two mechanistic “pathways.” For two interacting
molecules, the simple theory identifies five potentially low-lying elec-
tronic (spin-adapted) configurations, as shown in Fig. 2. I use the notation|ΨAΨB⟩, where ΨA∕B denotes the electronic character of monomer A∕B
in the dimer wavefunction. The two intramolecular Frenkel excitations
(FEs), |S1S0⟩ ≡ |FEA⟩ and |S0S1⟩ ≡ |FEB⟩, have one molecule in the
first singlet excited state S1, while the other is in the ground state S0.
The intermolecular CT (or ion-pair) excitations, |CA⟩ ≡ |CTAB⟩ and|AC⟩ ≡ |CTBA⟩ have one molecule in a cation state C and the other in an
anion state A. The TT double excitation |T1T1⟩ ≡ |TTAB⟩ is a correlated
triplet-pair or multiexciton state, with both molecules in the lowest triplet
state T1. I discuss the quantum mechanical properties of these states in
order in the following.
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|S1S0〉

|T1T1〉

|S0S1〉

|CA〉

|AC〉

Figure 2. The five electronic configurations required for a minimal representation of
the low-energy singlet excited states in organic molecules and crystals. Only the HOMO and
LUMO orbitals of nearest-neighbor molecules are shown, and in practice the spin-adapted
electronic configurations are used. The five states consist of intramolecular Frenkel-type
excitations (two leftmost), intermolecular charge-transfer excitations (two center), and the
triplet-pair double excitation (rightmost).

Intramolecular Frenkel-type excitations: The two intramolecular excita-
tions form the starting point of conventional theories of molecular excitons.
Indeed, in many molecular crystals, these states constitute a sufficient basis
and comprise Frenkel’s theory of excitons [57, 58].

Within the HOMO–LUMO picture, the excitation energy (i.e., the diag-
onal matrix element) of one such configuration is

E(FEA) = 𝜀(LA) − 𝜀(HA) − (HAHA|LALA) + 2(HALA|LAHA)
= 𝜀(LA) − 𝜀(HA) − JA + 2KA,

(1)

where 𝜀(LA) and 𝜀(HA) are the orbital energies of the LUMO and HOMO
of molecule A and two-electron integrals are given by

(pq|rs) = ∫ dr1 ∫ dr2 p(r1)q(r1)r−1
12 r(r2)s(r2) (2)

(for simplicity, I assume real orbitals). Physically, the excitation energy is
the “bare” orbital energy difference (i.e., the charge or band gap, which
can be related to the IP and EA) lowered by the attractive electron–hole
Coulomb interaction JA and increased by twice the electron–hole exchange
interaction 2KA. These latter two “corrections” to the orbital energy dif-
ference can be thought of as a single-molecule exciton binding energy.
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For future reference, note that the energy of the single-molecule triplet is
identical, but has no exchange repulsion,

E(T1,A) = 𝜀(LA) − 𝜀(HA) − JA. (3)

The interaction between intramolecular excitations is given by

JAB = ⟨FEA|Ĥel|FEB⟩ ≈ 2(LAHA|HBLB). (4)

The aforementioned matrix element physically represents the Coulomb
interaction between each molecule’s transition charge density, 𝜌HL

A (r) =
HA(r)LA(r). For large intermolecular separation, a multipole expansion
yields as the leading-order term a transition dipole–dipole interaction of
the Förster form,

JAB ≈
𝝁HL

A ⋅ 𝝁HL
B

r3
AB

, (5)

where the transition dipole moment is given by

𝝁HL
A = ∫ dr r𝜌HL

A (r). (6)

Using only the many-body basis of intramolecular excitons, the eigen-
states have a dispersion with bandwidth proportional to JAB (details
depend on the lattice). For a periodic system and rigid lattice, these FEs
are completely delocalized in space but have a vanishing electron–hole
separation. However, at least two important mechanisms can act to local-
ize FEs: energetic disorder (especially in low dimensions) and coupling
to molecular vibrations and phonons. With increasing localization, the
exciton dynamics will exhibit a crossover between band-like and hopping
transport [59, 60].

Intermolecular CT excitations: The two intermolecular excited config-
urations arise from the excitation of an electron from the HOMO of one
molecule to the LUMO of the other. These individual CT configurations
have a nonvanishing dipole moment. However, for certain highly symmet-
ric assemblies, the eigenstates (after CI) will exhibit a mixture of equal but
opposite CT configurations and thus possess a vanishing dipole moment
(see Section III). For this reason, it may be more transparent (but for-
mally identical) to work with the “charge-resonance” basis states [61],|CR±⟩ = 2−1∕2(|CA⟩ ± |AC⟩).
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The excitation energy of a CT configuration is approximately given by

E(CTAB) = 𝜀(LA) − 𝜀(HB) − (HAHA|LBLB) = 𝜀(LA) − 𝜀(HB) − J′AB,
(7)

where the intermolecular exchange integral has been neglected [21, 52].
The CT exciton binding energy is thus equal to the Coulomb integral J′AB.
Because the CT electron–hole pair separation is larger than that of the
intramolecular excitation, the former has a smaller Coulomb attraction, and
thus J′AB < JAA. However, especially in larger acenes and crystalline envi-
ronments, it can happen that J′AB ≈ JAA − 2KAA, that is, the exciton binding
energies (and thus the total excitation energies) of the intramolecular and
CT excitons are approximately the same. In this limit, the two classes of
states will mix, as was first predicted by Rice et al. for triplet [21] and sin-
glet [2] excitons in aromatic molecular crystals. Equation (7) can clearly
be compared with the classical CT energy expression

Eclass(CTAB) = −EAA + IPB − e2

RAB
. (8)

The CT configurations considered here are only for nearest-neighbor
pairs; in principle, non-nearest-neighbor pairs could also be included,
which would allow for larger exciton sizes and coupling into the manifold
of dissociated exciton states (i.e., free electron–hole pairs). In principle,
singlet fission to create triplets must out-compete exciton dissociation
(among other radiative and nonradiative processes); however, the exciton
binding energy in organic molecular crystals is typically much larger
than thermal energy and so exciton dissociation (in the bulk) is quite
rare. Nonetheless, within this generalization, there is a clear similarity
to the Wannier theory of excitons [58, 62, 63]. Although the latter is
conventionally applied to inorganic semiconductors with high dielectric
constants, the increasing dispersion and polarizability of larger acenes
necessitates this first-order Wannier-like addition to the localized basis of
FE states.

Triplet-pair excitations: Finally, the target configuration of singlet
fission (on the ultrafast timescale) is the multiexciton triplet-pair state|TTAB⟩. When two triplet (S = 1) excitations interact, they produce nine
spin states: five quintets, three triplets, and one singlet. Only the latter cou-
ples significantly with other singlets, because the electronic nonrelativistic
Hamiltonian is spin-preserving. Only the weaker spin–orbit terms will mix
states of different spin multiplicity. Again, while this is not important at
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short times, it is crucial for the proper theoretical description of separation
into individual triplets [15, 64, 65]. When properly spin-adapted, the
spin-singlet triplet-pair state is given by

|TTAB⟩ = 3−1∕2
+1∑

m=−1

(−1)m|T1,A(m)⟩⊗ |T1,B(−m)⟩. (9)

In principle, nothing prohibits the triplets in this state from occupying
non-nearest neighbor molecules. Indeed, triplet diffusion from the
nearest-neighbor pair to larger separations is surely required to realize
the separation into independent triplets, although biexciton binding and
entanglement effects are important topics that have only received minimal
attention [66]. However, the reverse process of singlet fission, TT anni-
hilation, has a longer history in the context of light-emitting diodes and
(more recently) photon upconversion in solar cells. A theoretical picture
of TT annihilation clearly requires a unified description of non-nearest
neighbor triplet pairs, triplet exciton diffusion, and the full spin manifold.

To lowest order, the energy of the singlet multiexciton triplet-pair
state is the sum of the single-molecule triplet energies, that is,
E(TTAB) ≈ 2E(T1,A) for a homodimer. These simple considerations
have led to one of the earliest design rules for singlet fission chro-
mophores, E(S1) > 2E(T1) [15], which is a powerfully simple notion.
Nonetheless, such a picture neglects the importance of the electronic
coupling between bright singlet and dark triplet-pair states, as well as
the important role played by vibrations and phonons. These latter finite-
temperature effects can ultimately facilitate endoergic (uphill) singlet
fission (as in tetracene) or even inhibit strongly exoergic (downhill) singlet
fission (as in hexacene) – see Section V.

On the use of diabatic states: In the simplest sense, the relative energies
and interactions between configurations dictate the relevant character of
the low-lying electronic eigenstates. For fixed nuclei, the configuration
basis and the eigenstate basis are trivially related; as the nuclei move,
the matrix elements in the configuration basis will change, causing a
concomitant change in the electronic character of the eigenstates. The
configuration basis is therefore an approximate diabatic basis, that
is, a basis whose members have a fixed electronic character (in this
case, essentially by construction); the eigenstate basis at each nuclear
configuration is precisely the adiabatic basis. For technical reasons [67],
only the latter can be rigorously defined; however, the diabatic basis
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constitutes a conceptual cornerstone in modern chemical and condensed
matter physics and a variety of approximate diabatization techniques are
well-known in the literature [67, 68]. In principle, the adiabatic basis
carries the same information (in the context of singlet fission, see the
appendix of Ref. [69]), and the quantum dynamics mediated by the
nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements could be simulated by surface
hopping [70, 71], quantum-classical [72], or wavepacket-based methods
[73]. However, in addition to its clearer interpretation, the diabatic basis is
also the simplest one in which to formulate simple rate theories and more
complex quantum dynamics, as discussed in Section V. For these reasons
my coauthors and I advocated for the development of diabatic approaches
to singlet fission electronic structure and dynamics in our first report,
Ref. [52]. Later works demonstrated the ability of constructing more
accurate dimer Hamiltonians in the diabatic basis, as discussed in the
next section.

Another important aspect of the localized diabatic basis concerns
the approximate construction of Hamiltonians for larger aggregates.
Somewhat analogous to fragment-based approaches in quantum chem-
istry, an aggregate Hamiltonian can be straightforwardly constructed
from potentially high-accuracy dimer Hamiltonians, as discussed in the
next section. Of course, the subsequent electronic structure will neglect
important environmental effects due to delocalization and screening.
As such, this approach requires some adjustment of the energies and
couplings that enter the final aggregate Hamiltonian [69]. Comparison
with crystalline band structure and linear spectroscopy (see Section V)
provides an important test of this procedure.

B. More Accurate Wavefunction-Based Methods

As warned earlier, the direct implementation of the minimal active space
CI method is expected to yield poor excitation energies. Therefore, higher
accuracy wavefunction-based methods have been more recently employed
for the study of singlet fission. The excited-state electronic structure
of the acenes is especially challenging because it (ideally) requires a
combined treatment of static correlation (i.e., multireference character)
in the valence orbitals as well as dynamical correlation (i.e., orbital
relaxation and beyond) in the remaining orbitals. For molecular dimers,
the restricted active space two spin-flip method [74, 75], which has been
applied to singlet fission [76, 77], targets the same HOMO–LUMO active
space with single excitations into and out of the active space to allow
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for orbital relaxation and improves upon the energies of the simple CI
treatment described earlier. Higher accuracy requires larger active spaces
and dynamical correlation. Very early work on singlet fission in pentacene
[78] employed such a method (CASSCF, followed by multireference
perturbation theory), which was also used and refined by Ananth et al. in
their study of the low-lying states of pentacene dimers with crystal-like
geometry [79].

The philosophy of few-state, low-energy effective Hamiltonians has
a long history in quantum chemistry [80, 81] and is also embodied in
semiempirical Hamiltonians, such as the Pariser–Parr–Pople model of
conjugated molecules [55]. In such procedures, the one- and two-electron
matrix elements in a small model subspace should be understood as
ones that incorporate screening effects, which have been “folded in”
from excitations to and among the neglected orbitals. More modern,
first-principles approaches to construct effective Hamiltonians include
canonical transformation approaches [82, 83] and the active space decom-
position of Shiozaki et al. [84, 85]. The latter approach in particular aims
to directly construct a many-body diabatic basis, without diabatization
from an adiabatic calculation, and represents a powerful ab initio approach
to generating chemically intuitive Hamiltonians. A similar approach to
diabatic states via configuration restrictions has recently been given by
Casanova and Krylov [86] and one based on spin and charge constraints
to density functional theory was used by van Voorhis et al. [41].

Two important conclusions (regarding the electronic structure) emerge
from the work of Ananth et al. [79] and Shiozaki et al. [85]: (i) the
HOMO–LUMO active space provides an excellent qualitative and in
some cases quantitative description of the excited-state structure of the
tetracene and pentacene dimers; (ii) correlated diabatic wavefunctions
can be directly constructed or obtained via diabatization of high-quality
adiabatic wavefunctions to yield a highly accurate five-state basis, which
is physically like the one described earlier. These two observations
justify the use and explain the success of the minimal CI picture [15,
47, 52, 87]. Remarkably, Shiozaki et al. report that the absolute minimal
two-orbital-per-molecule active space with no dynamical correlation
yields off-diagonal couplings that are only different by 20–25%. Unsur-
prisingly, the diagonal energies are much more sensitive and are shifted by
as much as 0.8 eV. Anticipating this result, my coauthors and I originally
calculated the couplings in the simple CI theory (i.e., as one-electron
matrix elements) and investigated the dynamical consequences of shifting
the diagonal energies [87].
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C. Mechanisms for Singlet Fission

At the dimer level, the simple theory espoused earlier suggests two mech-
anisms for singlet fission under the assumption that the relevant config-
uration following photoexcitation is an intramolecular Frenkel excitation|FE⟩ (or some linear combination of such states). The first mechanism
has been called the “direct” one and is enabled by the electronic cou-
pling (CI) between |FE⟩ and |TT⟩. While the magnitude of this interaction
is highly system dependent, essentially all calculations for unsubstituted
acenes with crystal-like intermolecular separations find that this interaction
is very small (roughly 1–5 meV) [76, 79, 85, 87, 88].

The second mechanism has been called the “mediated” one, where
mediation takes place via CT states. The interest in CT states originates
from the observation that their interactions with the other states, that is,⟨CT|Ĥel|FE⟩ and ⟨CT|Ĥel|TT⟩, are large (on the order of 100 meV); how-
ever, their energy can be quite high. Therefore, depending on the relative
energies of the diabatic states, the participation of CT states can take many
different forms, depending in part on the finite-temperature dynamics of
the nuclei. In the remainder of this chapter, I focus on the CT component
of this story, including how the mediated mechanism has been studied
and verified. There will no doubt be singlet fission systems for which the
“direct” mechanism is dominant; two anticipated examples are when the
mediated mechanism is symmetry-forbidden and when the chromophores
are very far apart. However, the crystalline acenes are classical singlet
fission materials, and they exhibit some of the largest fission rates; the
evidence is now quite strong that the diabatic CT states are controlling
singlet fission in these important prototypical materials [49, 69, 87–89].

III. MEASURING CHARGE-TRANSFER CHARACTER

In the context of singlet fission, early work to move away from the dimer
model employed a TD-DFT description of excited states in tetracene and
pentacene clusters [76]. TD-DFT typically provides reasonable excited-
state accuracy, given its low computational cost. However, previous work
on single oligoacene molecules demonstrated that standard exchange–
correlation functionals consistently underestimate (intramolecular) excita-
tion energies by 0.3–0.7 eV [90]. For intermolecular excitations and more
general CT-type excitations, TD-DFT is known to overestimate excitation
energies [91], however, long-range corrections can significantly alleviate
this problem [92, 93]. Studying a 10-molecule cluster of tetracene and
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pentacene and employing a more modern 𝜔B97X-D functional, the
authors of Ref. [76] found S1 excitation energies of 2.88 and 2.13 eV, in
reasonable agreement with experiment: about 2.4 and 1.9 eV, respectively.

An analysis of the aforementioned data based on the static dipole
moment assigned a negligible CT character to the low-energy excited
states, which was corroborated with an analysis based on natural transition
orbitals (NTOs) (discussed later). This finding was in stark contrast to
a contemporary study from Spano and coworkers [94], who employed
a model-based (semiempirical) treatment of the excited-state electronic
structure. At the time, the latter authors were not targeting singlet fission
but rather the polarization dependence of linear absorption in oligoacene
single crystals. In particular, the authors found that an excited-state basis
lacking CT states was qualitatively unable to reproduce a spectroscopic
observable known as the Davydov shift, in agreement with much earlier
theory developed by Petelenz et al. [95]. Defined empirically, the Davydov
shift is simply the signed energy difference between the lowest-lying
absorption peaks in orthogonally polarized spectra. Following the notation
of Fig. 1, the Davydov shift is given by Eb − Ea. When only intramolecular
excitations are included, the long-axis polarization (b) always exhibits
a lower energy peak than the short-axis one (a), such that the Davydov
shift is negative (and small), whereas experiment conclusively shows it
to be positive (and large). However, an expanded basis with coupling
to CT states was able to quantitatively reproduce the Davydov shift in
crystalline tetracene (≈ 75 meV) and, importantly, produced a set of
low-lying excited states with significant CT character. In fact, the authors
of Ref. [94] found that as the number of oligoacene rings increases, the
CT character of the lowest-lying excited state increases and the magnitude
of the (positive) Davydov shift increases.

In the present context, the motivation and identification of CT character
in the excited states originates from the simple CI theory outlined in
Section IIA. When working on such a basis, the characterization of
eigenstates in terms of their CT components is simple. Similarly, any
semiempirical [94, 96] or ab initio [85] formalism that works in (or leads
to) an explicit many-body basis can also quantify the CT character of
the eigenstates. For more general electronic structure techniques that
generally work in the adiabatic basis, this characterization is not so
straightforward, and thus for a brief period of time the field was divided
over the CT character in the excitons of oligoacene crystals. In principle,
a variety of diabatization techniques can transform many-body adiabatic
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wavefunctions into (approximate) diabatic states, as discussed earlier;
analysis of the eigenstates in terms of this diabatic basis thereby provides
means to quantify the CT character in low-lying excited states. But
even more challenging, techniques based on the density [76], density
matrix [51, 97], or many-body Green’s function [10, 98] intrinsically
have no access to the full wavefunction, and so quantification in terms
of electronic configurations is impossible. These observations call for
a suite of characterization techniques with broad applicability; ideal
characterization would be completely method agnostic.

Perhaps the most straightforward measure of CT character is the dipole
moment. Many molecules have both ground and excited states with a
finite, static dipole moment. A common example of such excitations
concerns ligated metal complexes; a typical low-lying excitation promotes
an electron from the metal into the ligand shell (or vice versa). Such
metal-to-ligand or ligand-to-metal CT excitations can indeed be quantified
via the dipole moment (note that for charged molecules or polar ground
states, the difference between the excited-state and ground-state dipole
moments is typically used [99]). However, the dipole-based analysis
can frequently break down: excitations of high-symmetry clusters can
uniformly place electron density on the surrounding ligands, yielding a
vanishing dipole moment.

The analogy with organic molecular crystals should be clear: even
when CT configurations contribute to the excited-state wavefunction, the
inversion symmetry of a uniform crystal requires weights that are equal
in magnitude and oppositely directed. The static dipole moment of all
excited states in an inversion-symmetric crystal, including oligoacenes
such as tetracene and pentacene, is zero; only finite model clusters that do
not respect the natural symmetries of the crystal can exhibit excited-state
dipole moments. In fact, this important observation was made almost 30
years ago, by Petelenz and Smith [100] who were interested in calculating
the electroabsorption spectrum of oligoacene crystals. Earlier experimen-
tal work by Bässler et al. had implicated CT excitons through a nontrivial
electroabsorption spectrum [101], and the conventional interpretation was
based on coupling to a static dipole moment in the excited states. Petelenz
and Smith recognized that “[t]he eigenstates of the Hamiltonian … had
to be superpositions of the two configurations of the charges …with
equal weights. Since the dipole moments of each configuration have the
same lengths but are oppositely directed, the resulting average dipole
moment was bound to be zero” [100]. The authors proposed an alternative
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mechanism for electroabsorption, and later semiempirical calculations,
employing interacting Frenkel and CT states coupled to vibrations,
produced excellent agreement with experiment [96]. In the past few years,
this behavior was investigated and confirmed at different levels of theory
by Petelenz and Pac [102], Sharifzadeh et al. [103], and myself, Hybertsen
and Reichman [69].

This class of excitations, with a vanishing dipole moment due to symme-
try, is sometimes better described using NTOs [104]. The NTO formalism
is most straightforwardly applied to the single-excitation theories, although
it is applicable for any class of wavefunctions. In short, the approach diag-
onalizes the (nonsquare) transition density matrix,

Tia = ⟨ΨX|ĉ†i ĉa|Ψ0⟩, (10)

via a singular value decomposition (as usual i and a denote occupied and
unoccupied orbitals, respectively). The ordered singular values quantify
the “most important” electron–hole excitations, and the corresponding
left and right singular vectors give a single-particle (orbital) represen-
tation of the hole and electron, respectively. In the previous example
of metal-to-ligand CT excitations, the NTO approach very successfully
quantifies the character of the low-lying excitations and goes beyond the
simple dipole moment, by providing a spatial and chemical interpretation
of the electron and hole [104]. One must be very careful in applying this
formalism to crystals, this time because of translation invariance. For a
rigid lattice, essentially all single-particle-like transitions are between
completely delocalized electron and hole orbitals, thus containing no
information about the size of the exciton or its electronic character.

A class of methods that I have not discussed until now are those based
on Green’s functions via many-body perturbation theory. Specifically, the
one-particle Green’s function calculated in the GW approximation [9, 105]
provides accurate charged excitations (i.e., band gaps and band structure),
while the two-particle Green’s function calculated via the Bethe–Salpeter
equation (BSE) [10] yields accurate neutral excitations (i.e., excitons
and optical absorption). This GW+BSE program has been applied quite
successfully to molecular crystals over the past 10 years [98, 106, 107]
and especially recently by Neaton et al. [103, 108, 109]. In practice,
the BSE leads to a single-excitation theory with dynamically screened
Coulomb interactions calculated in the random-phase approximation. The
exciton (electron–hole) wavefunction can be interpreted as a two-point
correlation function, leading to a common analysis tool emerging from
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that community but applicable to any single-excitation theory with a
two-particle wavefunction,

ΨX(re, rh) =
∑
ia

Tia𝜙a(re)𝜙i(rh), (11)

Tia is again the transition density matrix Eq. (10). For a fixed hole position
rh = Rh, the exciton wavefunction yields the probability amplitude to find
the electron at position re or generally at a distance of |re − Rh| from the
hole. In this real-space picture, if the hole is fixed on one molecule, then
any electron amplitude on neighboring molecules is a direct confirmation
of CT character, as defined earlier. By contrast, a pure FE would only
exhibit electron amplitude on the same molecule.

This analysis performed on the results of a GW+BSE calculation
always shows significant CT character in the low-lying singlet states of
crystalline pentacene [98, 103, 107]. In Ref. [69], we confirmed that our
own excited-state calculations based on a diabatic model Hamiltonian
(similar to that of Spano et al. [89, 94]) yield exciton structure that is
completely in agreement with this picture. Furthermore, because we
work in such a many-body diabatic basis, we can directly correlate the
percentage of CT character in a given wavefunction to its real-space
electron–hole wavefunction.

The results of these calculations are shown schematically in Fig. 3,
along with the CI between Frenkel and CT components leading to the exci-
ton eigenstates. For singlet excitons, a combination of the single-particle
dispersion, screening, and polarizability of the crystal yields FE config-
urations with an energy similar to that of CT configurations, resulting in
an efficient mixing of the two; this creates a roughly 50%/50% mixture
in pentacene. Graphically, when the hole is fixed on a certain molecule,
the electron density is found to be located partially on the same molecule
(FE character) and partially on neighboring molecules (CT character). By
contrast, triplet excitons have no exchange repulsion, which is strongest
for the Frenkel component. This keeps the Frenkel configurations out
of resonance with the CT configurations, leading to triplets that are
predominantly intramolecular FEs.

Recent work by Plasser et al. has essentially unified many of the
pictures discussed here, including the notion of excitons and electron–hole
wavefunctions via both many-body theory as well as density matrices in
quantum chemistry [110, 111]. This work provides a useful link from
the solid-state picture discussed earlier to simple dimers and aggregates.
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Figure 3. Configuration interaction diagram (top) and schematic real-space structure
(bottom) of singlet (a) and triplet (b) excitons in oligoacene crystals. The configuration
interaction diagrams show the evolution, starting from the noninteracting band gap Eg,
of the Frenkel exciton (FE) from the left and the charge-transfer exciton (CT) from the
right. The exciton hole is fixed and indicated by a blue circle, and the conditional electron
probability distribution is indicated by red circles. (See color plate section for the color
representation of this figure.)

In fact, many of the conceptual difficulties discussed here and associated
with measuring CT character are less problematic in symmetry-breaking
dimers and aggregates. Even in a pentacene dimer with a crystal-like
geometry, the CT states have different energies, and so they do not appear
in low-lying eigenstates with equal weight [79]. Conventional quantum
chemistry techniques such as the dipole moment should indeed reflect
the CT character in these cases. Other tools have recently been developed
for quantifying the electronic character in small aggregates of coupled
chromophores, such as the use of charge and spin cumulants [61].

IV. CHARGE-TRANSFER IMPLICATIONS FOR SINGLET
FISSION

Having established the role of CT states in the low-lying excitons of
organic molecules and crystals, I now return to the problem of singlet
fission. While the current understanding of bright states in terms of their
FE and CT components is in accord with classic work in the field, the
multiexciton triplet-pair states have not historically been considered in
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such detail. In this section, I outline two qualitatively different regimes
in which CT states can mediate the singlet fission process through their
strong interaction with triplet-pair states.

A. High-Energy CT Configurations and the Superexchange Picture

For CT states with very high energies, the CT component of the low-
lying eigenstates is very small; this limit can lead to a second-order
superexchange-like mechanism [52, 87]. In the superexchange picture,
one considers the first-order perturbed diabatic wavefunctions, due to the
coupling with CT configurations:

|FE(1)⟩ ≈ |FE(0)⟩ +∑
CT

VFE,CT

EFE − ECT
|CT(0)⟩, (12)

|TT(1)⟩ ≈ |TT(0)⟩ +∑
CT

VTT,CT

ETT − ECT
|CT(0)⟩. (13)

The total interaction between these states then has two parts: a first-order
direct coupling and a second-order superexchange coupling [20, 87],

⟨FE(1)|Ĥel|TT(1)⟩ ≈ ⟨FE(0)|Ĥel|TT(0)⟩
+
∑
CT

(
VFE,CTVCT,TT

EFE − ECT
+

VFE,CTVCT,TT

ETT − ECT

)
.

(14)

This effective interaction is the result of integrating-out the high-energy
CT states, to yield a simpler few-state picture of the singlet fission process.
It is perhaps worth emphasizing that superexchange contains no physics
that cannot be obtained from a full diagonalization of the Hamiltonian
into its exact eigenstates. Rather, the superexchange concept is a physi-
cal one that qualitatively distinguishes between a small (“virtual”) mixing
of CT character and a large (“physical”) mixing of CT character into the
low-lying eigenstates. Superexchange describes the former case: to a high
accuracy, one can define a new set of diabatic states that excludes the
CT configurations while retaining their electronic character; the small CT
mixing produces a second-order coupling between the (otherwise weakly
interacting) intramolecular excitation and the TT state.

The superexchange picture in singlet fission is almost completely analo-
gous to the case of magnetic interactions in transition metal oxides, where
the superexchange idea was first proposed by Kramers [112]. In that case,
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the same second-order coupling leads to a magnetic interaction between
next-nearest-neighbor transition metal atoms. The high-energy CT state
is a double-occupancy configuration arising due to CT from the transition
metal onto a bridging oxygen atom; the double occupancy is expensive, and
so the configuration is high in energy. This picture was further investigated
by Anderson [113]. The same exact insight leads to (in a very formal sense)
the so-called t–J model after projecting out high-energy double-occupancy
(CT) configurations in the Hubbard model [114]. Since these early works
in condensed matter physics, superexchange has been found to be a useful
and ubiquitous picture of mediated electronic interactions. A few impor-
tant examples of superexchange in chemical physics include the electron
transfer mechanism of biological donor–bridge–acceptor complexes
[115, 116], charge transport through single-molecule junctions [117], and
non-Förster excitation energy transfer [54, 56].

Whether a superexchange picture is meaningful obviously depends on
the energetics of a given material system. On the basis of a simple CI cal-
culation, my coauthors and I previously advocated that isolated molecular
acene dimers and small oligomers would have an energetic ordering that
supports superexchange [87]. This finding was strongly corroborated by
Shiozaki and coworkers [85], whose active space decomposition yields dia-
batic CT states, which are approximately 1 eV higher in energy than the
FE or TT states. The smaller oligoacenes can also be thought of as exhibit-
ing singlet fission through a superexchange mechanism, because the CT
mixing is relatively minor and the excitons are predominantly of Frenkel
character. However, the triplet-pair state in crystals of smaller acenes is
usually much higher in energy than the low-lying singlets, which precludes
efficient singlet fission.

At this stage, note that the superexchange concept only provides an
interaction between the purported initial and final states of the (early-time)
singlet fission process; it says nothing yet about the rate. A microscopic rate
expression can only be derived when considering the finite-temperature
dynamics of the nuclei and their coupling to the excited-state electronic
structure. This aspect of the problem is discussed in Section V, after a
detailed discussion of the electronic aspects of singlet fission in crystals.

B. Low-Energy CT Configurations and Physical Mixing

As discussed earlier, the handful of theoretical treatments for excited states
in true crystalline environments indicate an increasingly non-negligible
CT character in the low-lying eigenstates. In this regime, superexchange
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is no longer relevant: the interaction with diabatic CT configurations is
nonperturbative. Instead, the intramolecular FE and intermolecular CT
configurations are all nearly degenerate and thus strongly interacting,
leading to eigenstates with truly mixed character. If one first diagonalizes
the “singles” excited-state manifold, that is, the part of the crystal Hamil-
tonian containing FE and CT configurations, this leads to a set of singlet
eigenstates with high oscillator strength, which I simply call S1,S2,S3,
and so on.

Upon photoexcitation near the absorption edge, the system is prepared in
some combination of the aforementioned mixed eigenstates, Sn. The frac-
tion of CT character determines the coupling strength with the triplet-pair
TT state. Schematically,

|S1⟩ = ∑
A

C(FEA)|FEA⟩ + ∑
⟨AB⟩

C(CTAB)|CTAB⟩, (15)

|TT⟩ = ∑
⟨AB⟩

C(TTAB)|TTAB⟩, (16)

⟨S1|Ĥel|TT⟩ ≈ ∑
⟨AB⟩

[C(CTAB)]∗[C(TTAB)] × ⟨CTAB|Ĥel|TTAB⟩. (17)

In reality, the overall effect is subtle due to crystal geometries and interfer-
ing pathways, but the result immediately suggests that the rate of singlet
fission increases with increasing CT character in the photoexcited states.
Again, I emphasize that this interpretation is only valid for those materials
with (i) low-energy CT configurations and (ii) interactions with CT states
that are stronger than those between FE and TT. These criteria appear to
be satisfied in the larger oligoacene crystals such as tetracene, pentacene,
and hexacene [42, 69, 94, 118].

Despite the increased singlet fission coupling, an increased CT char-
acter has other implications for the low-energy excited states. The first is
related to the earlier discussion, concerning the Davydov shift. It appears
to be the case that the energy of CT configurations falls faster than that of
intramolecular excitations with increasing acene length. This gives rise to
the increasingly larger CT character in the eigenstates, and the concomitant
increase in the Davydov shift. The changing eigenstate S1 energy neces-
sarily alters the energy alignment between S1 and TT, which substantially
alters the singlet fission rate, as is discussed in Section V.

The second implication of increased CT character is a decreased oscil-
lator strength. The intramolecular oscillator strength is significantly larger
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than the intermolecular one: the oscillator strength is roughly proportional
to the overlap between the HOMO and LUMO involved in the transition.
In the highly simplified limit where only intramolecular excitations carry
oscillator strength and CT excitations are completely forbidden, the bright-
ness of a given eigenstate depends on the balance of FE and CT character.
In other words, the CT component borrows oscillator strength from the
bright FE states. With this interpretation, we observe that increasing CT
character in low-energy states diminishes the relative oscillator strength.
With too much CT character, the states could become essentially dark.

Note that this observation is in fact very analogous to the situation in
the Wannier theory of excitons in inorganic semiconductors, mentioned in
Section A. In that case, the exciton envelope wavefunction ΨX(r), where
r is the electron–hole separation, satisfies a hydrogen-like Schrödinger
equation, leading to states with angular momentum character s, p, d, and
so on. The absorption coefficient can be written as [58]

𝛼(E) ∼
∑
X

|||||
∑
k

ΨX(k)𝝀 ⋅ P(k)
|||||
2

𝛿(E − EX), (18)

where 𝝀 is the photon polarization, P(k) is the single-particle momen-
tum matrix element, and EX is the exciton energy. The usual approxima-
tion is to take P(k) to be independent of k, that is, completely local in
space; this is analogous to assuming that only intramolecular excitations
are dipole-allowed. After this approximation, the absorption coefficient
becomes

𝛼(E) ∼ |𝝀 ⋅ P|2 ∑
X

|||||
∑
k

ΨX(k)
|||||
2

𝛿(E − EX)

= |𝝀 ⋅ P|2 ∑
X

|ΨX(r = 0)|2𝛿(E − EX),
(19)

leading to the classic result that only s-type excitons are absorbing in linear
spectroscopy. All states with ΨX(r = 0) = 0, that is, all purely CT excitons,
are dark. Even within the s-type manifold, the intensity is directly propor-
tional to the probability of the electron and hole occupying the same site
(r = 0), which is equivalent to the fraction of on-site (non-CT) excitation
character. (A minor caveat: in the Wannier picture, the exciton wavefunc-
tion is understood to be coarse–grained over one or more unit cells, so
the “local” excitations are not strictly intra-atomic; this is to be expected
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because the valence electron and hole bandwidth in inorganic semiconduc-
tors is roughly an order of magnitude larger than in organics. In any event,
the physical picture is the same: local excitations are bright, and nonlocal
excitations are dark.)

V. THEORY OF SPECTROSCOPY, REACTION RATES, AND
SINGLET FISSION DYNAMICS

A. The Electronic–Vibrational Hamiltonian and Reduced
Dynamics

To go beyond the static electronic structure picture of excitons requires
a time-dependent treatment of the quantum dynamics of singlet fission.
For a fully microscopic theory, we employ an explicit consideration of
the vibrational degrees of freedom. In particular, we can write the total
electronic-plus-vibrational Hamiltonian as

Ĥtot = Ĥel + Ĥvib + Ĥel−vib. (20)

Here, Ĥel is the diabatic electronic Hamiltonian discussed earlier, which
can have as few as five states (for singlet fission dimers) or many more
states (for clusters and crystals). Quite generally, the vibrational Hamilto-
nian can be taken as the collective normal modes of molecular vibrations,
crystal phonons, and/or solvent polarization fluctuations (all indexed by k),
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Here, 𝜔k is the vibrational frequency, P̂k and Q̂k are the mass-weighted
momentum and coordinate, and b̂†k and b̂k are bosonic creation and anni-
hilation operators. The electronic–vibrational interaction can be written
generically in the diabatic basis |ΨI⟩ as

Ĥel−vib =
∑
IJ

|ΨI⟩fIJ({Q̂k})⟨ΨJ|. (22)

The character of excitation energies in the diabatic basis is predominantly
“intramolecular,” and so the nuclear dependence of the diagonal terms
fII will be dominated by high-frequency intramolecular vibrations (in the
crystal phase). The electronic coupling in the same basis is significantly
more “intermolecular,” and so the nuclear dependence of off-diagonal


